1. Look at the image below. You will hear the photographer talking about this photo. What information do you think the photographer will give about the photo? What words do you think you will hear?

Look at the sentences and try to guess what the photographer will say. Circle the answer.

1. I took this picture in March / May.
2. There were several of us there...... maybe twelve or fifteen / fifty.
3. We all had pizza / pasta for lunch.
4. He's worked as a DJ and a trainer / waiter.
5. Now he works for a housing / homelessness charity.
6. It says a lot about Adam and Lou. A lot about what kind of / what kind people they are.
7. He believes there are often / always possibilities.
8. We see a person who wants to / will never change, but Adam sees something else.

9. He believes this so strongly he has it written / painted on his skin.

2. Listen and check your answers.

3. Work in pairs. You are going to write a short interview between Stephanie (the photographer) and either Adam or Lou. Think of questions Stephanie might ask Adam or Lou about jobs, their beliefs, the people who stay at their houses etc.